Monday morning, Nahant.

My darling,

Did the little cab return for you Saturday, I wonder. To the last moment I thought you would see me before again, but I just caught the train and Mr. Real being on the train.

I can see you shake our hand peeping out of the door. How good it was for me to go and leave you to get away as best you could.

Yesterday I translated the paper for dear Whittier. This is really charming and present I like to write to Alladine Belden.

I shall stay here until tomorrow when I must go to town and try to find Boy's drinking cask and a copy of Whit's. I believe you never see a better book as you get means to hair out his life.

It is warm last evening came from Castle Walsh, I think and the worst causes. It is a discontented
Coffie face, but even that has its better side — you know this and we are to mistranslate faces in this world — ever that!

Please you remember warns us on this head.

This cold weather will give you a fresh chance at the "Norman." I hope I long to have you with that mountain climbed and you behind.

I shall stay for that wished Garden party this week and tomorrow going my way I glad to be free at my sol to current. I shall be thankful to stay there but I am not a visitor. Without family to mingle with none days than one and I shall have to quit some interest in occupations after the Ireland notes are finished.

It was a pity to lose those days with Elizabeth and from Trinity. And they will keep and it has been very good to be here. They have been most tender and affectionate and we have had pleasant hours.
It is a dear good week end. I know of no place where a number of people are trying any harder than they are here for the right and they all more than you all done. I have asked "My friend" to let Reba help copy the paper for two to read and to perhaps return mine. I should like you to read this beautifully and the Blane essay.

Good by, dear child - do not send the train for the boys - when we meet will be the time - not now. And bless you my darling -

My love ball - Carry needles are a great comfort